Proposed Statement on Auditing Standards: Consideration of fraud in a Financial Statement Audit (Redrafted by American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Auditing Standards Board
From: Cristobal Pettersen [kit.pettersen@vtr.net] 
Sent: Thursday, May 07, 2009 12:26 PM 
To: Hazel, Sherry (Boothe) 
Cc: Sergio Mercado; Jesús Riveros 
Subject: EXPOSURE DRAFT - PROPOSED STATEMENT ON AUDITING STANDARDS - "CONSIDERATION OF FRAUD IN 
A FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT" (REDRAFTED) (AU SECTION 316) 
Dear Miss Hazel: 
  
Bearing in mind that comments on the abovementioned Exposure Draft are to be forwarded to you no later than May 29, 
2009, I summarize below the following matters for your consideration: 
  
            Page       Paragraph             Per Proposed Statement           Per Middle Column of the Comparative Matrix 
  
  
1)          14               15              The discussion should occur...             
  
             16               15                                                                              The discussion shall occur...   
  
2)          19               33              The auditor should determine...               
  
             50               33                                                                               The auditor shall determine... 
  
            (NOTE: I bring these two discrepancies to your attention, as I consider that the Proposed Statement presents  the 
correct wording and not  
             the Comparative Matrix). 
  
3)         33              A35             ...forensic and IT experts...                 
  
             97             A35                                                                              ...forensic and IT experts... 
  
           (  NOTE: I believe that in both instances it should say "specialists" and not "experts",  in order to be consistent with the 
term used in other  
              paragraphs). 
  
  
I consider that in this specific SAS 316, the most salient difference in terms used by the AICPA as compared to those of IFAC, 
is that you favor the use of "should", whereas IFAC uses "shall" instead. As this different wording is of paramount 
importance to the independent accountant, what would  in your opinion, appear to be, at this moment in time, the final choice 
in wording  in order to attain the worldwide convergence to one and only IAS ? 
   
  
Yours very truly, 
  
  
Christopher J. Pettersen 
MBA (Acc.) (Wharton) 
Technical Director 
Chilean Institute of Accountants 
  
E-mail: kit.pettersen@vtr.net 
  
 
